Colrain “Last Mile” Broadband Update - July 2018
Since our last update:
- Final Infrastucture Engineering Design is now complete
- First batch of “Make Ready” pole applications submitted to utilities
- We are awaiting supplemental federal and state fundings
Our contractor Westfield Gas & Electric (WG&E) has completed final engineering design for the wiring
from a central hub to each residence. The Last Mile Committee provided guidance on locations to build
in additional capacity based on possible future growth, and is in the process of negotiating with adjacent
towns to cooperate in covering border-area residences (i.e. locations located in one town but physically
fed through the adjacent town’s wires & poles network).
Detailed design of the connections of subscribers to the infrastructure is under way.
The town is also working through details on the required central “hub” building which will house the
network hardware. This will be located adjacent to the Fire Station on an existing pad.
WG&E has submitted the first batch of applications for possible “make ready” work on the
approximately 2,000 poles in our town. In this step, the utility (either Verizon or Eversource depending
on pole ownership) reviews our request for space on their pole and determines what it will cost to make
each pole “ready” to receive our broadband cable. Some poles have enough space, others need existing
cabling re-arranged to ensure required clearances; still others may need to be fully replaced.
The length of this review and final costs are up to the respective utility, though we (with WG&E’s
assistance) will negotiate for optimum pricing wherever possible.
We hope to receive Make-ready costs (and construction schedule, as this work is done by the utilities)
within the next few months; however, timing is unclear as adjacent towns are also going through this
process at the same time. The resources that the utilities have available are limited.
While we await this information, WG&E will be going out to bid for installation of the wiring and other
equipment as well as installation of the hub building and associated equipment therein.
Once we have all final costs the Town will make a decision as to how to proceed! We hope to have this
information by the end of the year.

